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Empathy

Pittsburgh DataJam

Diverse population data requires an
empathetic lense and approach.

 Applying an Empathic Approach

Diverse Populations (n):

Putting it all together

"A population with one or more of the following possible
characteristics that differs from others: socioeconomic status,

race, ethnicity, language, disabilities, and gender."
-Cultivating Teacher Leadership in Rural School Districts

Diverse populations include underserved communities that
have access to fewer financial and educational resources

-FEMA.gov  

"understanding, being aware
of, being sensitive to, and

vicariously experiencing the
feelings, thoughts, and
experience of another"

-Merriam-Webster Dictionary  

Applying empathy to research is
employed in multiple aspects of the
process

Generating Project Questions
Validating Data sources
Presenting Findings
Communicating with communities
about possible solutions

When creating a DataJam project focused on Data that affects real people,
there are a few questions to ask yourself as you work on the project: 

Generating the Project Question
Is this question helpful? Harmful? Offensive?
Will answers to this question benefit the
communities involved? 

Validating the Data Sources
Who generated the data? Who benefits?

Presenting the Findings
Visualizations should avoid biased icons/colors,
but Icons are great! They help audiences
humanize the data

Communicating solutions to a broader
audience

Carefully frame the question to
communities affected by the question 
Use plain language

Know your audience
Interact with audience



Do No Harm Guide: Applying Equity Awareness in Data Visualization1.

2. The Problem of Othering: Towards Inclusiveness and Belonging

3. When the Designer Shows Up In the
Design

Further Reading

Report by Jonathan Schwabish and
Alice Feng

Experts in data analysis and
visualization

"In this guide and its associated
toolkits, we focus on how data
practitioners can approach their
work through a lens of diversity,
equity, and inclusion."

4. The Racial Equity in Data Visualization Checklist by The Urban Institute (attached below)

Article by John A. Powell and Stephen Menendian
Experts in civil rights, civil liberties, and ethnic studies

Higher-level piece on the idea of "othering" groups
How data represents some groups, while othering
(leaving out or not representing) groups is something to
keep in mind when presenting how your findings apply
to real people
"This article argued that othering...serves as a conceptual
framework featuring a generalizable set of processes
that engender group-based marginality."

Article by Lena V. Groeger
Graphics Director at ProPublica

Article with some examples of how Data
visualization may have inadvertently
misrepresented diverse populations

And how we can learn from them
One example of a Boston study, "Street
Bump" is pictured to the right

https://www.urban.org/research/publication/do-no-harm-guide-applying-equity-awareness-data-visualization
http://www.otheringandbelonging.org/the-problem-of-othering/
https://www.propublica.org/article/when-the-designer-shows-up-in-the-design
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/2021/06/08/do-no-harm-guide-checklist.pdf
https://www.propublica.org/people/lena-groeger



